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STATEMENT OF RELAIED CASES

No appeals in or from this investigation were previously before this Court or

any other appellate court.

one related case is currently pending. Appellant siRF Technology, Inc.

("siRF Technology") sued Intervenor Global Locate, Inc. ("GL") in December

2006 in the United States District Court for the Central District of Califomia,

alleging patent infringement. ̂9rRF Technology, Inc. v. Global l-ocate, ftc., No.

8:06-cv-01216 (C.D. Cal.). In February 2007, SiRF Technology filed a

corresponding complaint with the International Trade Commission

("commission") which resulted in commission Investigation No. 337-T4-596. In

January 2007, GL filed patent-infringement counterclaims against SiRF

Technology in the district-court action, and in Aprll20o7, GL filed its own

complaint with the Commission (which resulted in the investigation at issue in this

appeal). Two of the four patents GL asserted against SiRF Technology in the

district court are at issue in this appeal: U.S. Patent No. 6,606,346 and U.S. patent

No. 6,704,651. In october 2007,the district court stayed the action before it

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. $ 1659(a) until the Commission's determination that is the

subject of this appeal becomes final.



There are no other cases known to counsel pending in this court or in any

other court that will directly affect or be directly affected by this Court's decision

in this appeal.
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A.

STATEMENT OF TIIE ISSTJES
'346 Patent

1. Is the Commission's factual determination that the'346 patent
was not related to Magellan's business supported by substantial
evidence?

'651 and '000 Patents

2. Is the Commission's determination that SiRF infringes claim 1
of the '651 and '000 patents supported by substantial evidence?

3. Did the Commission properly determine that all steps of the
'651 patent and '000 patent were performed in the United
States?

4. Is the Commission's construction of the '651 patent's term
"satellite ephemeris" correct?

5. Is the Commission's construction of the '000 patent's term
"satellite ephemeris" correct?

6. Is the Commission's determination that the '000 patent is not
invalid supported by substantial evidence?

'080 Patent

7 . Is the Commission's construction of the '080 patent's term
"long-term satellite tracking data" correct?

'801 and '187 Patents

8. Is the Commission's determination that the '801 and '187

patents claim patent-eligible processes under 35 U.S.C. $ 101
correct?

9. Is the Commission's determination that SiRF infringes the '187

patent supported by substantial evidence?

B.

C.

D.

- 1 -



STATEMENT OF TIIE CASE

The Commission instituted this investigation on April 30,2a07, in response

to a complaint filed by GL. The respondents are SiRF Technology and four of its

customers: (1) E-TEN Corp. ("E-TEN"); (2) MiTAC International Corp.

('MiTAC");(3) a MiTAC affiliate in the U.S., Mio Technology Limited, USA

("Mio"); and (4) Pharos science & Applications, Inc. ("pharos") (collectively

"5ip1i"). lntervenor Broadcom Corp. acquired GL on July 12,2007, and was

added as a Complainant on February 5, 2008.

Administrative Law Judge carl c. charneski held an evidentiary hearing

commencing on April 28,2008 and concluding on May 12,2008. During the

twelve days of testimony, the ALI heard fifteen witnesses and admitted more than

300 exhibits into evidence. Three experts testified on behalf of GL.

All of SiRF's technical opinions were offered by a single expert, Dr.

Stephen Heppe. Unlike GL's experts----each of whom is a cument, leading

practitioner in the GPS field-Dr. Heppe acknowledged that the last time he

"worked for a company that was involved in the business of designing GPS chips

was 14 years ago." A9157:19-22.

On August 8, 2008, the ALJ issued a216-page Initial Determination finding

violations of 19 U.S.C. $ 1337 by each of the Respondents and with respect to each

of the six patents. A26513-26731. The ALJ concluded that all six GL patents

a



were infringed by SiRF's products, valid, and enforceable. The ALI discounted

much of the testimony of SiM's expert, Dr. Heppe, because of inconsistencies in

his opinions . See, e.g., A26571-26572; A265fl4 n.tt: A26636 n.42; A26672;

426683; A26695: and A267ll.

on August 25,2008, siRF petitioned the commission to review the ALJ's

decision. on october 9,2008, the commission agreed to review some of the

ALI's findings with respect to three of the six patents. on January 15, 2009, after

extensive briefing the Commission made only minor clarifications to the ALI's

findings and accepted his determination of a violation with respect to all six

asserted patents. A4-32.

on January L5,2009, the commission issued a limited exclusion order

prohibiting the entry into the United States of infringing GpS devices that are

manufactured abroad by or on behalf of, or imported by or on behalf of, SiRF

Technology and the other respondents. 433-35. The commission also issued a

cease-and-desist order against the respondents with u.s. operations-siRF

Technology, Mio, and Pharos. 436-58.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. Technology Background

As illustrated in the following demonstrative exhibits presented to the ALI,

the Global Positioning System ("GPS") is a satellite-based navigation system.

A7319:4-7320:2.

A24887.

A GPS receiver is a radio receiver that receives signals transmitted from

GPS satellites. A7319:4-'7320:2; A24887 . The GPS receiver uses the signals to

compllte its position by measuring its distance from the transmitting satellites

e 32 active satellites in
medium Earth orbit

o Each satellite
completes its orbit
approximately once
every 12 hours

e Maximum of 12-13,
guaranteed minimum
of 4, satellites in view
at any one time

e Sateilites in view used
to determine posit ion

- 4 -



through a process called trilateration-determining an object's location by using

the distances between the object and known reference points. See generally

A7 7 39 - 5 | ; A7 322 -26 ; A687 4 -7 5 ; A7 322: | 5 -7 326 : 5 ; A24889 ; A24903 ; A2493 6 ;

A24982; A24983. In the demonstrative below, trilateration allows someone who

knows how far he is from Chicago, Minneapolis, and Kansas City to determine his

location-here. somewhere.in the middle of Iowa.

[24888. A GPS receiver uses this same basic concept of trilateration, using the

GPS satellites as the points of reference:

- 5 -



A24902.

Trilatcration recluires a GPS receiver to know (1) the locations of at least

four sateilites, and (2) the distance between the receiver and each satellite. The

receiver determines that information from the satellite signals. Each satellite

transmits two streams of information-(l) a pseudorandom noise (PN or PRN)

code, and (2) the Navigation (NAV) message. A24925; A24890; A'7327:I5-

7332:13.

- 6 -



s Two information streams are modulated
onto the carrier wave

3H
NAV

Message

A24890.

The GPS receiver uses each satellite's unique PRN code to identify the

satellite and to determine, in paft, the distance from the receiver to the satellitb. A

GPS receiver uses a process known as "correlation" to match the received PRN

code against pre-loaded reference codes for each of the 32 satellites in the GPS

constellation. 47330:1 t-7336:22. This matching of codes reveals which satellite

is sending the signal and some of the information needed to calculate the distance

to the satellite.

The received PRN code will likely be "offset" from the GPS receiver's

internaliy -Eenerated code because, among other things, the signal took some time

(67 to 86 miliiseconds) to travel to earth. A775O:75-7751:21.

- 1 -



The receiver therefore will shift the pre-loaded reference code until it matches the

received PRN code, and the amount of shift necessary to make it match is referred

to as the "code offset" or "code shift." A24926: A7332:14-7339:20.

- 8 -



Received Signal

Replica of Satellite B PRN Code in Receiver

Amount of shift between received PRN code
and receiver's replicated PRN code

a Gode $hilt represents a porli0n ol the signal's ltavel tlme.

l - - - -  -  - - -  u s  t  l r r ' r a  6 0 2

424891

The other information encoded on the satellite signal-the NAV message-

contains additional information: (1) information regarding when the received

signals were sent by the satellite; (2) information (called "ephemeris") regarding

the location of the satellite; (3) information (referred to as "almanac") regarding

the positions of other satellites in the constellation. A24892; A7342:18-7351:24.
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A24892.

Conventional GPS receivers depended on both the PRN code and the NAV

message to calculate their position. The NAV message, however, can be difficult

to acquire in certain environments and also takes considerable time to receive. It

therefore was difficult and sometimes impossible for GPS receivers to calculate

position in environments, such as cities, where GPS signals are weak and the NAV

messase cannot be decoded. A24893; A7351:25-7353:5.
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3 Receiver requires al least 6 seconds to download time information
from l'lav message

e Receiver requires more than 1B seconds to download ephemeris data
e Time and/or ephemeris nol downloaded if signat loo weak 0r intermifient

. u s t l c  a 3  7 - T A _ 6 0 2  _  J O X - 0 2 2

424893.

The industry therefore developed Assisted Gps ("A-Gps"), in which the

NAV message is collected by a receiving station with an unobstructed view of the

sky. The NAV message is then transmitted to GPS receivers via computer servers

and over a connection such as the Internet or a wireless telephone network.

Conventional A-GPS systems, however, required Gps receivers to receive this

aiding information frequently, which is not always possibre in certain

environments. 42491 0 : A7353:6-7355: 16.

-  1 i  -



In Gofluenlional Assl$l€d-GP8 systofis, a GPS rocslwr cafl reeBler rlfi*nnc
dala or s0av6ntl0nal aDhemBrls drta ftom a sorrcr, so ihat il does nol have
l0 rl0wfilmil lt from lh6 salellit€.

H0weser, conventlonal eptGmrris h 0nly salld l0r t-4 h0urs, $$ lhs r8€Givst
w0[ld hayB to download fiom thB Bsrr6r 0r satslfil8 ey€rt ?'4 ho$rc.

424910.

ts. The Parties

1. GL and Broadcom

GL was founded in 1999 to desisn a new breed of GPS technolosies that

would bring GPS to the mainstream consumer. Conventional GPS technology

suffered limitations making consumer applications impractical: the GPS

technology did not work well indoors or in cities where GPS signal strength is

attenuated; it required massive processing power necessitating large and complex

GPS receivers; and it was prohibitively expensive. GL sought solutions to these

- t 2 -



problems and to design chips making GPS receivers faster, cheaper and more

suitable for use in cars, cellular phones, and personal digital assistants ("PDAs").

4'681 1 :7-68 l2:3; A6827: 16-6830:9. The asserted patents are a result of these

inventive efforts.

2. SiRF Technoloey

SiRF Technology relies upon third-party foundries located both overseas and

in the United States to produce its GPS receiver chips. SiRF Technology both

imports these chips directly into the United States and sells the chips to customers,

who then incorporate the chips into consumer products-e.9., standalone personal

navigation devices (PNDs), personal digital assistants (PDAs), and mobile

phones-which are then imported into the United States. A8357:8-8358:6;

425068: A25069: A2507 l.

3. MiTAC, Mio. ETEN. and Pharos

Respondent MiTAC, Mio, E-TEN, and Pharos incorporate SiRF chips into

end-user, consumer GPS devices imported and sold in the United States. 425068;

425069.

C. The Patents-in-Suit

1. The'346 Patent-the Partial Correlation Patent

U.S. Patent No. 6,606,346 (the "'346 patent") describes a method and

apparatus for performing correlation. 485:2:48-63. Conelation is the process by

- 1 3 -



which GPS receivers compare incoming signals to locally generated codes to

identify the satellite sending the signal and the "offset" between the received signal

and the stored code. ,{7330:1I-7336:15. The '346 system divides the correlations

into multiple "partial correlations" allowing it to do in one sequence what earlier

architectures had required to be done serially. A8190:10-g191:9; Aglgg:3-g190:4.

As a result, as even siRF's own expert conceded, the '346 system can calculate a

full correlationS2%o faster than the prior art. 410135:24-l0t3l:16.

2. The Assisted-GPS Patents

. i. The '651 Patent-the Acquisition Sensitivity patent

U.S. Patent No. 6,704,651 (the "'651 patent") teaches using satellite

ephemeris data in an A-GPS system to help a GPS receiver lock onto (i.e.,

"acquire") satellite signals. 4109:1:11-16. Before the '651 patent, a GpS receiver

used the less-precise almanac data (which could be downloaded and stored for

months) to acquire satellite signals, and used ephemeris primarily to calculate the

teceiver's position. A6922:71-6924:19. The '651 patent teaches sending

ephemeris to a mobile GPS receiver through an A-GPS network, using the

ephemeris at the receiver to more precisely locate the satellites and narrow the

search for weak signals, and thereby improve the receiver's acquisition sensitivity.

Al l2:1 : 46 -60; Ai 9 51 : 18 -7 9 62:25 .
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11. The '000 Patent-the Compaction patent

u.s. Patent No. 6,651,000 (the "'000 patent") addresses the problem that

conventional GPS receivers needed up to 18 seconds of unintemrpted strong signal

reception to receive the satellite ephemeris information in a satellite's NAV

message. The '000 patent addresses that problem by compressing or "compacting"

the satellite information (called "satellite ffacking data" in the claims). A93, Fig.l;

A97:2:52-98:3:40. The data is compacted at a network server and then sent to a

GPS receiver via, among other methods, the Internet. A98:3:Zl-48. By being

compacted, the satellite tracking information can be received by GpS receivers

more quickly than uncompacted data. A97:2:6-23.

iii. The '080 Patent-the L,ong-Term Orbit Patent

U.S. Patent No. 7,158,080 (the "'080 patent") allows a GPS receiver to

operate for extended periods without downloading ephemeris data from satellites

or an A-GPS server. The patent teaches using complex algorithms to predict

ephemeris data for satellites into the future. The patent then teaches receiving that

"long term" data at a receiver and using it to acquire satellites and calculate

posit ion. A154: 1 1:30-36.
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3. The Time-Free Patents

The '801 Patent-the Time-Free Navigation Patent

Conventional GPS receivers had to receive time information from the NAV

message before they could calculate their position, which made them slow and

often inoperable in weak-signal environments. A67 :z-31 -43 ; 46g:3 :4-!7 -,

46880:17-6881:15. u.s. Patent No. 6,417,801 (the "'801 patent") teaches a Gps

receiver that can calculate its position without having to wait to receive time

information from a satellite, thereby allowing the receiver to calculate its position

more quickly and even in weak-signal environments. 468:3:55-58; A67:l:36-59;

4.6882:20-6883:2.

ii. The '187 Patent-the Dynamic Model Patent

u.s. Patent No. 6,937,187 (the "'187 patent") is a continuation-in-part of the

'801 patent. The '187 patent extends the time-free navigation solution of the '801

patent from the single; discrete calculation of a GPS receiver's position at a

particular moment to the use of a "dynamic model" that allows the improved,

repeated calculation of a GPS receiver's position as it changes over time. See

Al29 : 4 : | 6 -26 ; 4.69 1 I : 5 -69 13 :2; A999 4 : | 4 -9995 : 8.

D. The Infringing Products and Services

The ALJ and the Commission found that virtually all of SiRF Technology's

existing line of chips and related software (and the other Respondents' products
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into which those chips and software are incorporated) infringed the asserted

patents. Specifically, the ALI found that the SiRFstarIII line of chips and related

software infringe GL's '000, '651, '080, '801, and '187 patents. See A26527-

26528 ; A2660 5 -266r I ; A2664 | -26647 ; A26657 -26660 ; A26686-266 8 8 ; A267 t 5 -

26717 . The ALI also found that the SiRF InstantGPS line of chips and related

software infringe the'346,'801, and '187 patents. See A26576-26582; A26686-

26688; A26715-26717.
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SI]MMARY OF TIIE ARGTJMENT

1. The commission correctly found that GL owns, and has standing to

assert, the '346 patent. GL demonstrated prima facie ownership, thereby shifting

the burden of production to SiRF to present evidence supporting its defense that

Magellan corporation ('Magellan") owns the'346 patent because of a supposed

obligation of one of the inventors to assign inventions 'telated to" Magellan's

business. But SiRF produced no evidence regarding Magellan's business when the

'346 invention was conceived, no testimony (expert or otherwise) about how the

invention purportedly related to Magellan's business, and no evidence that

Magellan considered the'346 patent related to its business. GL, in contrast,

presented substantial evidence that the invention was not related to Magellan's

business including that Magellan, despite being aware that one of the inventors

conceived the invention while employed by Magellan, has never attempted to

assert ownership of the '346 patent. The Commission's factually intensive

determination that the '346 patent was not assigned to Magellan is supported by

substantial evidence and should be affirmed.

2- The commission properly rejected siRF's attempt to avoid liability

on the '651 and '000 patents by claiming divided infringement. SiRF designed its

InstantFix service so that SiRF directs and controls all steps of the process and

meets all elements of the assefted claims. Neither BMC nor Muniauctio,n involved

- 1 8 -
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any actor with the level of direction and control exercised by SiRF here. That end-

user consumers enable the operation of the InstantFix service does not negate the

fact that SiRF maintains exclusive control of the GPS receiver's performance of

the actual steps of the method claims.

3. The Commission also properly rejected SiRF's attempt to avoid

liability on the '651 and '000 patents by asserting that certain steps of the asserted

claims were performed outside the United States. I

I That factual finding is supported by substantial evidence and is

sufficient to reso lve S iRF' s extraterritori ality argument.

4. The Commission properly construed "satellite ephemeris" in the '651

patent and "satellite signals" in the '000 patent. SiRF's argument that "satellite

ephemeris" should be narrowly limited to prohibit any modification of that data is

an attempt to read into the claims what is merely one embodiment of the invention,

and, in any event, GL presented substantial evidence that SiRF infringes even

under SiRF's incorrect claim construction. SiRF's argument that "satellite signals"

in the '000 patent can include processed satellite signals is supported by the

intrinsic evidence, and SiRF's expert admitted that SiRF's proposed construction

would require one of the claims to be rewritten.

- 1 9 -



4. The Commission correctly found that the zhao rcfercnce does not

anticipate the asserted claims of the '000 patent. This factual determination is

supported by substantial evidence that the Zhao reference expands, rather than

compacts, the satellite data sent over a comparable period of time.

5. The Commission properly construed "long-term satellite tracking

data" in the '080 patent. The commission's thorough analysis was based on the

claims, specification, and prosecution history. SiRF's argument is based entirely

on two purported disclaimers of claim scope in the prosecution history, but as the

commission affirmatively found, the cited passages are not disclaimers: they do

not even suggest-much less clearly and unequivocally state (as SiRF's argument

would require)-that the separate components of the long-term satellite tracking

data must individually have periods of validity longer than conventional ephemeris.

6. The '801 and '187 patents claim patentable subject matter under

$ 101. A GPS receiver and GPS satellites are integral to the asserted claims-both

textually and technologically. Indeed, the claims cannot be performed without

GPS receivers and satellites and are thus vastly different from the financial

hedging claims rejected in In re Bilski,545 F.3d 943 (Fed. Cir.2008), cert.

granted, 77 u.s.L.w . 3442, 3653, 3656 (u.s. June 1, 2009). siRF's argument that

the claims can be performed in the human mind is unsupported by record evidence

and. in any event, is legally unavailing because this Court has rejected a "physical
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steps" test. The Commission was correct to conclude that "the only reasonable

reading" of the claims is that they are "tied to [a] GPS receiver" and therefore are

patentable.

7. The ITC properly determined that SiRF infringes the ,187 patent.

GL's expert testified without qualification that the accused products infringed the

'187 patent under the claim construction adopted by the ALI. siRF does not

challenge that claim construction on appeal, and GL's detailed expert testimony

showing infringement plainly is substantial evidence sufficient to support the

Commission's finding. SiRF's only "noninfringement" argument is to attempt to

add a new limitation to the claims-that they cannot involve so-called "least-

squa.res estimation processes." SiRF, however, is procedurally barred from making

that argument because it did not propose a claim construction that would limit the

claims in this manner, and substantively wrong because there is no reason to read

such a limitation in the claims.
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STANDARD OFREVIEW

SiM's statement of the standards of review (SiRFBrl4) is accurate with the

following exceptions. As to issues of standing, SiRF is correct that whether a party

has standing to sue for patent infringement is a legal question typically subjectto

de novo review, see Rite-Hite corp. v. Kelley co.,56 F.3d 153g, 1551 (Fed. cir.

1995) (en banc), and that issues of contract interpretation, when they are purely a

matter of law and resort to extrinsic evidence is unnecessary, are also reviewed de

novo. where, however, the issue of standing is intimately tied to a contract, and

that contract is ambiguous, the district court's factual findings conceming extrinsic

evidence are reviewed only for clear error. See C. Sanchez and Son, Inc. v. United

states.,6 F.3d 1539, 1544 (Fed. cir. 1gg3) ("[i]f a contract is...ambiguous, and

evidence is required to cure the ambiguity, facts found from such evidence are

reviewed for clear error"). Accordingly, the Commission's conclusions regarding

such factual findings are subject only to substantial evidence review. See, e.g.,

Britton v- office of compliance,4tzF.3d 1324,1328-1329 (Fed. cir. 2005).

.,.,
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ARGTJMENT

I. The commission Properly Found rhat GL owns and l{as standing To
Assert the'346 Patent.

Faced with overwhelming evidence that the '346 patent is valid and

infringed, SiRF asserts an ownership argument that the AIJ and the Commission

squarely rejected. That intensely factual determination should not be disturbed.

A. Factual Background

In1996, Charles Abraham began working for Ashtech Inc., which later was

acquired by Magellan. See A9971'5-12. Ashtech (and later the Magellan division

in which Abraham worked) was engaged in developing land surveying equipment

that made use of GPS technology. See 49964:8.16.

While employed at Magellan, Abraham was subject to I

1

In October 1999, shortly before Abraham resigned from Magellan to join

GL(see A24802), Abraham conceived the'346 invention while working on his

own time on nights and weekends with co-inventor Donald Fuchs (who was never

a Magellan employee). S ee A9965:1 4- 17 ; A 1 000 I : I 7-A I 0002 :2. InFebruary

2000, Abraham ioined GL. See 410001 :11-A10002:2.
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Four months later, in June 2000, Magellan sued Abraham and GL, alleging

misappropriation of Magellan ffade secrets. see A10006:21-410002:3. In March

2001, after extensive fact discovery, the parties settled the litigation. See

410007:18-21. Magellan agreed that the '346 invention-referred to in the

settlement agreement as a correlator with a "shorten[ed] shift register"-belonged

to GL, notMagellan. See 410009:3-10010:3; A13494 (Magellan Settlement

Agreement). Following the settlement, I

Several months later, in May 2001, Abraham and his co-inventor applied for

what became the'346patent. See A10404-A10423. Magellan never asserted any

ownership interest in the '346 patent after the Magellan litigation. Nor did

Magellan appear as a witness or ever seek to intervene in this Investigation, despite

its awareness of the Investigation and SiRF's ownership allegations. See AI4279-

14292, A1 3796-1 3800: A10007:4- 17.

B. The Commission's Conclusion that GL Has Standing Is Based on
Factual Determinations and Reviewed Only for Substantial
Evidencc.

The Commission correctly concluded that Abraham's employment

agreement did not assign the '346 patent to Magellan because the'346 patent was
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not "related to" Abraham's work at Magellan. See A9-A13. That conclusion is a

factual determination that this Court reviews only for substantial evidence. ,See

Sorensen v. ITC, 427 F.3d 137 5, 137 8 (Fed. Cir. 2005).

As the Commission recognized, this Court has held that whether an

invention is related to an employer's business under an invention-assignment

clause is a fact-intensive inquiry requiring reference to extrinsic evidence such as

the conduct of the parties, the nature of the employer's business, and the nature of

the employee's work for the employer. See All (citing DDB Technologies, L.L.C.

v. MLB Advanced Media, L.P.,517 F.3d 1284, 1292 (Fed. Cir. 2008)). Resort to

extrinsic evidence is necessary because the term "related to" is ambiguous. See

DDB,5l7 F.3d at 1292 ("theemployment agreement is ambiguous as to what is

'related fo"'). Altho ugh DDB involved Texas law, the same principle applies

under California law, which govems Abraham's employment agreement with

Magellan. See A24801at 11 6; Salton Bay Marina, Inc. v. Imperial lrrigation Dist.,

172 CaL App. 3d 914,931(1985) ("[E]xtrinsic evidence may be introduced to

clarify the ambiguity.").

Because the inquiry into whether Abrahamls employment agreement

assigned the'346 patent to Magellan is highly fact intensive, the Commission's

ultimate conclusion shonld be reviewed only for substantial evidence. ff

Sunniland Fruit, Inc. v. Verni,233 CaL. App. 3d 892,898 (1991) ("When the
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interpretation [of a contract] turns on a credibility determination, interpretation

becomes a question of fact.").

C. Once GL Met Its Initial Burden of Demonstrating PrimaFacie
Ownership, SiRF Had the Burden of Estahlishing that Magellan
0wns the'346 Patent.

SiRF contends that the Commission improperly placed on SiRF the burden

of proving that Abraham's invention "relates to" Magellan's business. SiRFBrl9.

The Commission, however, properly recognized that while GL has the ultimate

burden of persuasion, once GL met its initial burden of production by showing that

it is the owner of the asserted patents, the burden of production then shifted to

SiRF to rebut such a showing. See A7l.

An inventor is the presumed owner of his invention, and the patentee named

on a patent is the presumed owner of the patent. See Israel Bio-Engineering

Project v. Amgen, Inc., 475 F.3d,1256,1263 (Fed. Cir.2007) ("It is a bedrock tenet

of patent law that an invention presumptively belongs to its creator.") (internal

quotes omitted); Arachnid, Inc. v. Merit Industies, [nc.,939 F.2d 1574, 1578 n.2

(Fed. Cir. 1991).

GL presented evidence that Charlie Abraham conceived the '346 invention

on his own time and that it was unrelated to Magellan's land surveying business.

410001:17-A10002:2; A9964:8- 16. GL also showed that the '346 patent was

issued to named inventors Charles Abraham and Donald Fuchs on Ausust 12.2003
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and assigned to GL. see Ar0404-A23. GL, therefore, met its initial burden of

demonstratin g primn facie ownership.

The burden of production then shifted to siRF to show that Magellan was

the owner of the patents. see Hyatt v. Dudas,492F.3d1365,1369 (Fed. Cir.

2007) ("the prima facie case is merely a procedural device that enables an

appropriate shift of the burden of production"); In re Certain Compater products,

computer Components, and Products Containing Same, Initial Determination,

USITC Inv. No. 337 -T A-628, 2009 wL tozl539 (Marj 16, z00g) ("while the

burden of persuasion remains at all times with [Complainant], once [Complainant]

has satisfied its initial burden of production showing that it is the owner of the

asserted patents, the burden of production shifts to [Respondent] to rebut such a

showing.").

SiRF's reliance on California Labor Code g 2872, providing that an

employee claiming the benefit of g 2870 has the burden of proof, does not change

this analysis. At most, it establishes that GL has the overall burden of proof. It

does not change the fact that once GL met its initial burden of establishing prima

facie ownership, the burden of production shifted to SiM. See Rancho Viejo LLC

v. Tres Amigos Viejos LLC,I00 Cal. App.4th 550, 557-558 (Cal. App.4 Dist.

2002) (burden of production shifts once prima facie evidence introduced).

a 1



F_

D. SiRF Failed To Meet Its Burden of Producing Bvidence That
Magellan Owns the'346 Patent.

SiRF contends that because the '346 patent refers to GPS and because

Magellan was "in the GPS business," then the patent must "relate to" Magellan's

business and Magellan therefore must be the owner of the patent. SiMBrlT.

SiRF's bald assertion, however, hardly rebuts GL's prima facie showing of

ownership.

SiRF failed to present any evidence that the '346 patent was related to

Magellan's business. SiRF even called Abraham as an adverse witness during its

affirmative case yet inexplicably failed to ask him whether the '346 patent was

related to his work at Magellan whether Magellan ever sought ownership of the

'346 invention, or whether he disclosed the invention to Magellan. See A9958-

10019. In fact, SiRF's examination of Abraham confirmed that he worked in a

specialized division within Magellan that "developed land surveying products that

made use of GPS technology." 49964:8-16. SiRF made no effort to link "land

surveying products" to the '346 patent.

Specifically, SiRF failed to provide any evidence:

. Regarding the specific nature of Magellan's business at the time
the'346 patent was conceived or reduced to practice;

e That Magellan invested time and resources into developing
technology related to the '346 patent;
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That Magellan considered the '346 patent related to its
busjness;

That SiRF's expert considered the'346 patent related to
Magellan's business;

That Abraham's duties at Magellan involved any technology
relevant to the '346 patent; or

That Abraham used any Magellan resources to develop the'346
patent.

It is, therefore, not surprising that the ALI concluded, after observing the witnesses

and reviewing all of the evidence presented at the hearing, that SiRF "failed to

provide evidence that would demonstrate that the invention of the 346 patent was

'related to or useful in' Magellan's business ." See All.

E. GL Presented Substantial Evidence Showing That The '346

Patent Is Not Related to Magellan's Business

Even if the burden of production had always remained with GL, GL met that

burden with detailed evidence that the '346 invention was not related to

Magellan's business.

First, Abraham testified that his work at Ashtech, and later Magellan,

focused on developing land surveying products that made use of GPS technology.

49964:15-16. In contrast, the '346 patent permits faster and more efficient

correlation, which is critical to enable GPS to function more effectively in

consumer devices, vehicles, and urban environments. A8 181:2-14;Oil nO', *-

A819i :25.
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Second, the issue of ownership was litigated and resolved between GL and

Magellan in 2001, nearly eight years ago, with Magellan agreerng in the settlement

of that litigation that I

I As the Commission correctly found, this

agreement confirmed that even Magellan did not believe that the '346 invention

was related to its business. A8.

Third, Magellan I

l

Likewise, Magellan never claimed ownership of the '346 patent when it

issued in 2003. A1001I:3-7. lt never claimed ownership when Broadcom

acquired GL in 2007. Perhaps most telling, Magellan never sought to intervene in

this Investigation to assert any rights, despite its awareness of the Investigation,

evidenced by the production of its confidential documents in the Investigation. As
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the Commission correctly concluded, "Magellan itself did not consider the '346

patent 'related or useful in' its business ...." A12.

F. Magellan Was Aware That Abraham Conceived the'346 Patent
While at Magellan.

SiRF now seeks to explain Magellan's failure to assert ownership by

claiming for the first time that there is "not a shred of evidence showing that

Magellan knew Abraham conceived of the '346 patent" while employed at

Magellan. SiRFBr2l (emphasis in original). SiRF's new position is not only

contrary to the record, but also wholly inconsistent with SiRF's representations to

the Commission.

The facts in the record indisputably confirm, as the ALJ and Commission

found, that Magellan has long been aware that Abraham conceived of the '346

invention during the time he was employed at Magellan. I

I Second,

Abraham's conception documents for the '346 invention were produced during the

litigation filed by Magellan against GL. See A14279-14292, A13796-13800 (both

bearing Bates numbers from Magellan litigation); A10007:4-17.

SiRF's new argument is also inconsistent with what it told the Commission.

In its October 21,2008 Written Submission on Issues Under Review, SiRF
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represented to the Commission-when trying to show the invention was related to

Magellan's business-that "Abraham himself circulated within Magellan

documents relating to the conception of the '346 patent, and Magellan filed suit

against GL for misappropriating Magellan technology, including the technology

'involved in the asserted claims of the '346 patent. "' A27550.

Magellan's failure to assert ownership of the '346 patent is best explained by

what the ALJ and the Commission found-that the '346 invention is not "related

to" Magellan's business and therefore always belonged to inventors Abraham and

Fuchs. Under the "substantial evidence" standard governing the Commission's

factual findings, "the possibility of drawing two inconsistent conclusions from the

evidence does not prevent an administrative agency's finding from being supported

by substantial evidence. " Consolo v. Federal Maritime Commission, 383 U.S. 607,

620 (1967). An administrative agency's factual findings should be affirmed if

based on "such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to

support a conclusion." SKF USA Inc. v. Int'1. Trade Comm'n.,423 F.3d 1307 ,

1312 (Fed. Cir. 2005); see also l9 U.S.C. $ 1337(c); 5 U.S.C. g 706(2XE). The

Commission's conclusion that GL owns and has standing to assert the '346 patent

easilv meets that standard and should be affirmed.
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II. The commission Properly Found rhat siRFrnfringes the Asserted
Claims of the'651 Patent.

A. The commission Properly Rejected siRF's Divided-rnfringement
Argument.

The commission concluded, as to claim 1, that "[t]he parties do not dispute

that SiRF controls the operation of its software and the GPS functionality of the

siRFstarIII chips it sells." A14. This factual finding is supported by substantial

evidence, demonstrating that SiRF directs and controls its infringing InstantFix

service from "end-to-end." A16206.1

SiRF contends that three different actors-SiRF itsell the sellers of the end-

user devices SiM's chips go into, and the end-users-perform the three steps of

the '651 patent. what siRF fundamentally misses is that each of those steps is

performed by, or under the direction and/or control of, SiRF, which is all that ii

required. see Muniauction, Inv. v. Thamson corp.,532 F.3d 1318, 1329 (Fed. cir.

2008), cert. denied 77 USLW 3505 (U.S. Mar 09, 2009) (NO. 08-847). As the

Commission recognized, neither Muniauctionnor BMC Resources, Inc. v.

Pawentech, L.P.,498 F.3d 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2007), involved a factual situation

with this level of direction and control by one actor, and to let SiRF avoid

infringement would be contrary to this Court's case law: "it would be unfair

' SiRF does not appeal the finding of infringement of the '651, '000, and '080
patents with respect to its SiRFLoc service. SiRFBr6 n.l.
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indeed for the mastermind in such situations to escape liability." BMC Resources,

498 F.3d at 1381.

1. SiRF Practices All the Limitations of the '65L Patent When
Testing.

The ALI determined that SiRF directly performed each of the limitations of

claim 1 of the '651 patent when testing its products. 426661-26663. The

Commission did not grant SiRF's petition to review this determination, and

therefore adopted it. SiRF has not appealed this determination-and has instead

focused on'tustomer" sales. SiRFBr6. Thus, the Commission's finding can be

sustained based on the unappealed determination that SiRF infringes when testing.

2. SiRF Directs and Controls Its Proprietary GPS-Satellite
Acquisition and Navigation Solutions From "End to End."

GL introduced substantial evidence that SiRF is the controlling party behind

its proprietary, "end-to-end" Assisted-GPS chips and services. As the Commission

correctly concluded, "SiRF maintains control over the operation of the GPS

receivers." A14. This finding of fact is supported by substantial evidence.

The accused products are end-user GPS devices containing SiRFstarIII chips

and associated software that supports the SiRF InstantFix service. A24912;

A16668; A16670. SiRF's InstantFix service is an A-GPS service that sends

extended ephemeris ("EE') data to end-user consumer GPS devices that

incotporate SiMstarIII chips and software. See A16206-16207. A SiRF server

transnits the EE data to a server often owned bv a SiRF customer (l.e., a GPS
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product manufacturer) and then to the end-user consumer GPS device via an

Internet connection:

A16207; see also A249L7; A7417:17-20.

The operation of both the SiRFstarIII chips and the InstantFix service is

directly controlled by SiRF. I
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l

Similarly, SiRF has designed ttre InstantFix service so that SiRF maintains

control over every steps in the process. SiRF markets InstantFix as an "end to end

service [that] greatly improves navigation device start-up times" and that is

"supported on all SiMStaTIII chip solutions." 416206.

t
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3. SiRF Performs the.,Communicating', Step in Claim L of the'65lPatent.

siRF argues that only siRF's manufacturer customers practice the

"communicating" step of claim 1 because the ephemeris data SiRF sends to the

mobile GPS receivers sometimes (but not always) passes through a customer's

intermediate distribution server. siMBr26-27. This argument, however,

mistakenly assumes that the claim language requires the communication to be

direct. The patent specification specifically contemplates indirect communication.

See A10446:3:41-48 (noting that the communications link may be direct between

the central processing site and the mobile receiver or'this link may have several

parts"); 410438, fig. I (depicting architecture for the invention); see also NMT

Med., Inc. v. cardia, /nc., No. 2006-1645 2007 wL 1655232. at x6 (Fed. cir. June

6, 2007) (error to require direct connection where claim language did not indicate

"whether those relationships are direct in nature or if the connections are made

through intermediate parts").

That customers' intermediate servers may pass along the EE files does not

negate that SiRF itself communicates the files to the GPS receivers. Indeed, when

siRF sends the encrypted, proprietary EE files, there is nowhere else for them to

go other than to end-user GPS devices containing SiRF chips and software. I
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l

The Commission therefore properly found that the communication element

is performed in at least two ways sufficient to support the Commission's

infringement finding:

The first way occurs when the SiRFlnstantFix server communicates
the ephemeris data to the mobile GPS receivers. This communication
is done through a SiRF client's intermediate distribution server ....
The second way ... is when the ephemeris is passed from the client's
intermediate distribution server to the mobile GPS receiver.

426658 (citing A8002-8004'); see also A162O6-16207, A16422-16436.

4. SiRF Performs the'?rocessing" Step in Claim 1 of the ,651

Patent

SiRF next argues that end users, not SiRF, control the third step of claim 1-

"processing satellite signals received at the mobile GPS receiver using the

ephemeris." SiRFBr29-32. SiRF's argument relies primarily on the fact that end

users can choose whether to download the EE data. That choice, however, does

not negate SiRF's direction and control over the actual third step of the claim-it is

only SiRF's chip and software that can "process[] satellite signals ... using the

ephemeris":

r
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] The end-user has no involvement in how the

"processing" element is performed, and the Commission therefore properly

concluded that "SiRF exercises control over end users of the GPS receivers so as to

cause infringement." AI7.2

5. BMC Involved Less Control.

SiRF wrongly contends that BMC v. Paymentecfr requires reversal. See

BMC Resources, Inc. v. Paymentech, L.P.,498 F.3d 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2007). But

BMC simply did not involve facts like those here, where one party directs and/or

controls the performance of each element of the claim.

The law is straightforward: where multiple parties perform a portion of a

patented method, one party may be directly liable if it "performs all of the steps of

the process," or "control[s] or direct[s]" the performance of those steps.

Muniauction, Inv. v. Thomson Corp.,532F.3d 1318, 1328-1330 (Fed. Cir. 2008);

BMC Resources, 498F.3d at 1379. Adefendant "cannot...avoid liability for direct

t SiRF cites (SiRFBr32) the non-precedential disposition in Global Patent
Holdings, LLC v. Panthers BHRC LLC,586 F. Supp, 2d I33l (S.D. Fla. 2008),
aff'd,2009 WL 886300 (Fed. Cir. April 1, 2009), but the claim elements in that
case directly required independent action by the end user. See id. at 1332 n.I
("inputting said query to remote query and data retrieval means"). The processing
step here is performed entirely by SiRF's software, with no input by the end-user.
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infringement by having someone else carry out one or more of the claimed steps on

its behalf." BMC,4gg F.3d at 137g.

Muniauction recognized a "specffum" of murtiple-party relationships in

which some, but not all, satisfy the "control or direction" test. At the end of the

spectrum insufficient to establish infringement is "mere arms-length cooperation"

between independent actors. At the other end is "'control or direction' over the

entire process such that every step is attributable to the controlling party, i.e., the

mastermind," which is sufficient. Muniauction,53Z F.3d at 1329.

Muniauction noted that the 'tontrol or direction" standard is "satisfied in

situations where the law would traditionally hold the accused direct infringer

vicariously liable." Id. at 1330 (emphasis added). But the Court did not impose a

requirement that the "control or direction" involve an agency relationship. Indeed,

one of the two district coutt opinions affirmed in BMC Resources expressly noted

that "the cases appear to require an agency relationship or evidence that the

accused infringer directs or controls the infringing activities of the other parties."

BMC Resources v- Paymentech, L.P., No. 3-03-cv-lgz7-M,2w6wL306289, at

*6 (N.D. Tex. Feb. 9,2006) (emphasis added), aff'd,,498F.3d,1373,1380 (,.The

district couft properly analyzed the law.").3

' Analogous copyright law also does not require an agency retationship
between the parlies. See, e.g.,, A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, lnc.,239 F.3d 1004,
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Neither BMC Resources nor Muniauction involved circumstances, such as

the present case, in which the seller of a product masterminds and implements a

system in which customers necessarily perform the last step of the claimed method

using software and hardware still controlled by the seller.

In BMC Resources, the patent involved a telephone and debit-card network

through which a customer could pay bills. 498 F.3d at 1375. The Court rejected

liability because it found that the defendant neither directed nor controlled how

certain data was handled after the defendant sent it to other institutions. The

accused infringer collected the payment data from the payee's agent and

transferred that data to a debit network. which then transfened it to a financial

institution, potentially fbr payment. Id. at 1375-1376. Once the defendant sent the

data, however, it had no direction or control over how the data was handled-the

manner in which the debit networks and financial institutions handled the data was

entirely independent and out of the control of the defendant. The Court stated that

the plaintiff might have proven infringement if had presented evidence that the

def'endant provided "instructions or directions regarding the use of those data," id.

1022-24 (9th Cir. 2001 ); Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. H.L. Green Co., 316 F .2d
304 (2d Cir. 1963). The courl in Napster imposed vicarious liability on the
defendant based on its Intemet site that allowed users to download and share
copyrighted materials because the defendant (1) controlled access to its system,
and (2) obtained a financial benefit from this access. /d.
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at 1381. SiRF, by contrast, not only provides instructions or directions regarding

the use of the ephemeris data; SiRF provides the software that entirely controls the

third "processing" step of claim 1.

In Muniauction, the plaintiff had even less evidence of "control or

direction"-indeed, it did not even present a theory of liability under the control-

or-direction standard. 532 F.3d at 1330. The Muniauction defendant was an on-

line auctioneer conducting an on-line auction system. Id. at 1329-1330. The

bidders performed the first step of the claim while the auctioneer's system

performed the other steps. Id. at 1322. Muniauction held that the auctioneer could

not be held liable because it did not sufficiently control the bidder's activity, which

was pertbrmed using a "conventional web browser." Id. Again,by contrast, the

processing step of the '651 patent is performed entirely by specialized SiRF

software that end users cannot modify or control.

Thus, SiRF's assertion that "SiRF does not itself perform, or direct or

control the performance of, every step of the asserted method claims"

(SiRFBr25) ignores the ample record evidence showing that SiRF practices each

element, either by itself or through its control of its proprietary system in the hands

of its customers. I

l; see also Zinus, Inc. v. Simmons

Bedding Co.. No. C Q7 *3012 PVT, 2008 WL 682858, at3-4 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 11,
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2008) ("[]t is unlikely that the kinds of 'arms-length agreements' that can avoid

liability on a theory of divided infringement would include situations where, as

here, the end-use of a product necessarily requires that the customer first perform

that last step(s) of a patented process.").

B. The Commission Properly Concluded That SiRF Performs Every
Step of the 665l Patent in the United States.

1. The Record Supports the Factual Finding That SiRF's
Servers are Located in the United States.

After considering the evidence, the Commission I

l

This factual finding is supported by substantial evidence-evidence that SiRF does

not even address in its brief.

As the Commission recognized, the record evidence I
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I

2. The Commission Properly Rejected SiRF,s
Extraterritoriality Argument.

SiRF alternatively argues (SiRFBr36-38) that the Commission failed to

address its extraterritoriality argument and that, therefore, remand of the

infringement determination is required. But the Commis sion did address the

argument: the issue was thoroughly briefed, and the Commission found as a

matter of fact,thatI

I This factual

determination renders hypothetical the question whether infringement could be
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found if all the servers were located abroad. See Int'I Ass'n of Bridge, Structural

& Ornamental lronWorks, AFL-CIO, LocalNo. i,11 v. Nat'l Labor Relations Bd.,

792F.2d241,247 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (immaterial issues need not be addressed under

APA).

C. The Commission's Construction of "satellite Ephemeris" Was
Correct, and SiRF Infringes Bven Under SiRF's Proposed
Construction.

SiRF mistakenly argues that the Commission should have construed

"satellite ephemeris" to require that the ephemeris received from the satellites be

transmitted to the GPS mobile receivers without any modification. Neither the

specification nor prosecution history, however, supports SiRF's contention.

Indeed, the Commission's construction of the [s1p-"4 set of orbital parameters

that provides an accurate description of a satellite's position, a satellite's velocity,

and a satellite's clock s11s1"-1146ks, nearly verbatim, the description given for

"ephemeris" in both the patent specification and prosecution history. See

A.1 09: 1 :60- 6l ; A7 969 :6-22; A7 97 0:6-7 97 I :7 .

SiRF's argument depends largely on one sentence from the patent that states

"satellite ephemeris data is retransmitted without manipulating the data in any

way." SiRFBr38 (quoting A109:2:22-24). Bu;t the full sentence, which SiRF's

brief did not quote, reads: "In one emhodiment of the invention, the satellite

ephemeris data is retransmitted without manipulating the data in any way."
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Alr0:2:22-24 (emphasis added). Transmission without manipulation is but one

embodiment of the invention, and SiRF provides no justification for reading that

limitation into the asserted claims. Indeed, several other parts of the '651 patent

specification describe transmitting some subset of, or a modified form of, the

broadcast ephemeris. see, e.g., A110:4:17-19 ("The central processing site 10g

sends a// or part of the ephemeris informntion to one or more mobile Gps

receivers.") (emphasis added); id. at A110:3:49-50 ("A mobile GPS receiver ...

uses the redistributed ephemeris data (or a modified form thereofl . . . .") (emphasis

added).

Both the specification and prosecution history make clear that the only

limitation to "ephemeris" is that it be an accurate description of a satellite's

position, velocity, and clock error. See A 109: l:60-61 ("ephemeris data contains an

accurate description of the satellite position, velocity, and clock errors"); AI2Q24;

see also A7967:11-16; A1968:13-7971:7. The Commission therefore coffectly

found that "the [satellite] ephemeris has to be the same ephemeris. But the form of

the ephemeris doesn't necessarily have to be the same." see A26654 (citing and

quoting A7 969 -7 97 A; 48047).

SiRF argues (SiRFBr38-39) that the '651 patent claims should be strictly

limited to the two embodiments disclosed in the '651 specification, and further

argues that only one of the two embodiments applies to claim 1. SiRF provides no
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basis for limiting the claims strictly to the embodiments of the specification. Cf.

Phillips v. AWH Corp.,4l5 F.3d 1303, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc) (claims nor

limited by the specification just because a single embodiment was disclosed). I
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I Thus, SiRF infringes

even under its own construction.

III. The Commission Properly Concluded That SiRF Infringes the Asserted
Claims of the '000 Patent.

A. The Commission Properly Rejected SiRF's Divided-Infringement
Argument.

SiRF relies on the same flawed divided-infringement argument it asserted

with the '651 patent. As discussed in Part II.A above, SiRF directs and controls

every aspect of its InstantFix system. As with the '651 patent, SiRF therefore

performs every step of the method claims in the '000 patent, including the

"transmitting" and "representing" steps, and is a direct infringer.

B. SiRF Performs Every Step of the '000 Patent in the United States.

As discussed in Part II.B. above, the record evidence fully supported the

Commission's factual conclusion that I

I and the Commission necessarily rejected SiRF's

extraterritorialitv arsument.
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c. The commission Properly construed the craim Term..satellite
Signals."

siRF argues (SiRFBr4548) that the commission erroneously construed

"satellite signals" to include both raw satellite signals received directly from a

satellite and processed satellite signals derived from satellite transmissions. But,

both the intrinsic evidence and the testimony of GL's expert, Dr. Dafesh, confirm

that the Commission properly construed this term.

Claim 1 of the '000 patent is directed to "[a] method of creating and

distributing compact satellite orbit models." A99. The first step requires

"receiving satellite signals from at least one satellite and at least one receiving

station." Claim 1 thus states expressly that satellite signals are received from both

satellites and receiving stations. Receiving stations necessarily process the signals

directly received from satellites before transmission to other locations. A7500:2-

23. A person of ordinary skill therefore would understand that the "satellite

signals" received from at least one satellite and at least one receiving station would

include "satellite tracking information in the form of processed signals." Id.; see

also A7502:14-7504:4.

The specification-specifically Figures I and 2 and accompanying text-

confirms the Commission's construction. The specification uses three terms

synonymously-"satellite measurements," "satellite tracking information (STI),"

and "satellite signals"-demonstrating that "satellite signals" includes both signals
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directly received from satellites and also signals that have been subsequently

processed. Figure I depicts "a block diagram of a system 100 for creating and

distributing satellite tracking data (STD)." A97:2:52-53. The system includes

tracking stations l02 "used to collect measurement data from the GPS satellites."

497:2:62-63. In the.description of Figure 1, this "measurement data" is also

"referred to herein as satellite tracking information (sTI)," 498:3:3-8, and the STI

is sent to the "srD collection and computation server," whichprocesses srl to

generate STD (satellite tracking data). Id.

Similarly, Figure 2 "depicts a flow diagram of the process 200 of the present

invention." Id. atFig.2, A98:4:9-10. Figure 2 again describes "satellite

measurements" that are "collected at the tracking stations." A:98:4:10-13. ln

Figure 2, the measurements collected at the tracking stations are called "satellite

signals" and are used to generate STD. A98: 4:12-I3("At step 204,thesatellite

trajectory data (STD) is computed or extracted from the satellite signals.").

Thus, as Dr. Dafesh's testimony confirmed, a person of ordinary skill,

looking at Figures I and2, and reading the accompanying specification, would

understand that "satellite measurements," "STI," and "satellite signals," are being

used synonymously. See A7500:2-23; A7502:14-7504:4. Each of these terms

describes the processed data that is sent from the tracking stations to the server for

extraction or computation of STD.
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siRF's own expert, Dr. Heppe, admitted that siRF's proposed construction

for "satellite signals" requiring that the signal directly emanate from a satellite is

inconsistent with claim I as written, and that for it to be consistent, the first

Iimitation of claim 1 would have to be rewritten. 49843:6-15; A9843:22-98M:6;

49845:4-25; 49846:18-21. Although the claim reads "receiving satellite signals

from at least one satellite and at least one receiving station,," Dr. Heppe speculated

at trial that it should be rewritten to read "receiving satellite signals from at least

one satellite atd at at least one receiving station." Id. His construction is thus

impermissibly at odds with the claim language as written. See, e.g., Bicon, Inc. v.

The Straumann Co.,44IF.3d945,950-951 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

The Commission correctly construed "satellite signals," and under that

correct construction, there is no dispute that SiRF infringes.

D. The Commission Properly Determined that Zhao Does Not
Anticipate Any Asserted Claim of the '000 Patent.

Finally, the Commission correctly determined that U.S. Patent No.

6,429,811("Zhao"') does not anticipate claims l,2,or 5 of the'000patent. The

ALJ correctly determined that Zhao does not teach creating and distributing

"compact satellite orbit models" or the representation of extracted satellite tracking

data in a "first format" as these claims require. See A26650-2665I.

SiRF does not dispute that to be "compact" within the meaning of the '000

patent, an orbital model must contain less data than the uncompacted data used to
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create the model for a comparable time period. See A26630-2663I (construing

"compact satellite orbit models"). Based onzhao,and Dr. Dafesh's testimony

explaining zhao,the commission properly determined thatzhao expands,rather

than compacts, satellite tracking data over a comparable neriod of time. A26650-

2665 1 (citing A 1 0099- 1 00 ; Ml7 5 I :6:39 -45); se e ats o ,425084.

zhao teaches sending position coordinates x, y, and z-which define the

position of a satellite at a given time-in multiple d.ata sets, separated in time by a

time difference Zhao calls AT. A21750:4:34-40: A2175l:6:39-42: ALr752:7:L-r5.

The individual messages sent in this model are smaller than standard broadcast

ephemeris data, and that is why Zhao calls them "compressed." But they are not

actually "compacted" as that term is used in the '000 patent because they do not

use less data torepresent orbital information over a comparable period of tim,e as

ephemeris. Instead, zhao teaches sending many x, y, z positions over short

intervals with the result being that a greater amount of total data is transmitted

over a comparable period of time. A2r75t:6:39-42; A21754:rr:33-37 (exemplary

data rate is "once every ninety seconds"). zhao, therefore, actually teaches

expanding the amount of transmitted data. A10099:5-10100:6; A250g4.

Nor does any embodiment of Zhao disclose compacting satellite orbital data.

A 1 0099 : 1 - 1 0 1 03 : 8 ; A2I7 50: 4:3 4 -48 ; A2l 7 5 1 :6 :39 -4 5 ; A217 527 :t - I 5 ;

A21153 10:14-A21754:11:19 A21754:ll:33-37. As a resulr, rhe ALJ correcrlv
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determined thatZhao does not teach compacting such data within the meaning of

the '000 patent and that SiRF failed to meet its burden of showing anticipation by

clear and convincing evidence. This factual determination is supported by

substantial evidence.

IV. The Commission Properly Construed'I,,ong-Term Satellite TFacking
Data" in the'080 Patent.

SiRF makes a single argument with respect to the '080 patent-that the ALJ

improperly construed "long term satellite tracking data," and that under a "proper"

construction, SiRF does not infringe. SiRF's argument ignores the plain meaning

of the term when read in context of the claims and the specification, and is instead

based solely on purported subject matter disclaimers in the prosecution history.

But the prosecution history of the '080 patent does not contain any such

disclaimers and instead fully supports the ALJ's construction

The ALJ construed "long term satellite tracking data" as "[a] set of orbital

and/or clock parameters that provides an accurate description of at least one of a

satellite's position, a satellite's velocity or a satellite's clock error, that is valid

longer in time than broadcast ephemeris data." A26595. "Thus, it is the sum total

of the data, and not the individual parameters making up the set of data, that must

be valid longer than broadcast ephemeris." Id. (emphasis added).
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The ALJ properly considered the claims, specification, and prosecution

history, along with testimony from the parties' experts, when construing "long

term" to cover the sum total of the satellite tracking data. The ALI emphasized

that even SiRF's expert, Dr. Heppe, originally proposed a claim construction

consistent with the ALJ's construction. A26597-26598: 49866:20-9867:9. Dr.

Heppe further conceded that SiM's EE files are long-term satellite tracking data

under what became the Commission's construction and the construction he initiallv

proposed. A987 1 : I7 -9872:2.

In his careful claim construction analysis, the ALI first considered the claim

term "long term satellite tracking data" itself:

a plain reading of the phrase 'long term satellite tracking data'
demonstrates that it is the 'satellite tracking data' as a whole (i.e., the .
satellite tracking data in its entirety) that must be considered in
determining what is 'long term.'

A26595. Because "long term" is an adjective modifying "satellite tracking data" it

is clearly the entirety of the "satellite tracking data" which must be longterm, not

individual parameters within the set of data. Id.

The ALJ found this common-sense construction from the claim term itself to

be further supporled by dependent claims 13 and 16. A26595-26596:26599.

Claim 13, fbr example, depends fiom clairn 1 and further requires that the "long

term satellite tracking data comprise[] ... a plurality of satellite positions with

respect to time." A10496. The "satellite positions" in claim 13 are valid only for
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the single moment in time that they describe (i.e., they identify where the satellite

will be in space at a particular moment). Thus, the satellite ffacking data

parameters of claim 13 are not individually valid longer than broadcast

ephemeris-indeed, there are no "blocks" or "models" of the data capable of being

valid longer than broadcast ephemeris-meaning that the term "long term satellite

tracking data" in claim I cannot be limited in the manner that SiRF proposes.

426595-96.

The specification also supports this common-sense construction ,See

A26596-98. It describes the entirety of the data as being valid longer than

broadcast ephemeris: "As described in detail below, the satellite tracking data

distributed to the remote receivers 104 by the server 102 is valid for a long time as

compared to standard broadcast ephemeris (e.g., two to four days)." A10492:4:47-

50. The specification is not describing individual blocks of data that are valid for

two to four days, but instead that the accumulatiorz of all the data is valid for two to

four days. A10493:5: 16-28

The '080 specification also explains that the satellite tracking data can (but

need not necessarily) be divided up into "a plurality of models" or "blocks" of data

that are sequential in time and that are each valid for a particular period of time in

the future. A10483, frg.2; A10493:5:32-62. The "satellite tracking data" is the

total of these individual models or blocks. 410493:5:53-55. That is. the validitv
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period of the "satellite tracking data" is "defined" by the sum of all the models.

410483, fig.2; A10493:5:53-61. The example provided in Figure 2 of the '080

patent uses 6-hour validity periods ("thus the satellite tracking data is valid for a

6N hours"), but the '080 patent makes clear that "each of the models 202 may be

valid for other duratioz,r" so long as the total period of validity is longer than

broadcast ephemeris. A10493 :5:57-59.

The specification further supports the commission's construction by its

discussion of GL's U.S. Patent No. 6,542,820, which the '080 specification

describes as "an exemplary system for generating satellite tracking data." The

'820 patent is incorporated by reference in its entirety into the '080 specification.

A10493:5:28-31. The '820 patent specification states that it is the period of

validity of the entirety of the data that makes long term satellite tracking data, not

the period of validity of any model or parameter within the data. A2r787.4:66-

A21788:5:7 ("the plurality of models ... cumulatively span the length of the

available LT-STD flong term satellite tracking datal.") (emphasis added).

The '820 patent further teaches dividing long term satellite tracking data into

sequential 4-hour models, I
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The Commission addressed and properly rejected SiRF's argument

regarding the prosecution history of the '080 patent. 426598. SiRF still does not

identify any actual disclaimers in its brief.

On appeal, SiRF quotes from two separate parts of the prosecution history.

SiRFBr52-53 (quoting A10637-410638; A10639-A10640). In both of these

quotes, the applicants distinguish "long term satellite tracking data" from broadcast

ephemeris by asserting that long term satellite tracking data has a different and

longer period of validity than "conventional ephemeris" (i.e., broadcast

ephemeris):

Throughout this disclosure, the Applicants provide a multiplicity of
examples that individually and/or together make clear that the claimed
elements long.term, as modifying STD, (i) define a duration (e.g., a
period) of validity that distinguishes the claimed long term STD from
ephemeris that is broadcast in and obtained from a satellite signal (i.e.,
conventional ephemeris information), and (ii) indicate thatthe long
term STD is valid longer (in time) than the conventional ephemeris
information.

A10637-38. But contrary to SiRF's suggestion, this statement, and the other one

very similar to it (A10639-40), make clear that it is the duration of the totality of

the data that differentiates it from broadcast ephemeris and makes the data "long

term." There is no mention of "parameters," "blocks" or "models" of data, much
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less a clear and unequivocal disclaimer limiting long term satellite tracking data to

instances wherein the parameters or blocks are each individually valid longer in

time than broadcast ephemeris.

The Commission performed a thorough and proper claim construction

analysis that considered the claims, specification, and prosecution history. There is

no error in the Commission's analysis, and SiRF's products infringe.

V. The Commission Correctly Determined That the'80L and .187 Patents
Claim Patentable Subject Matter Under $ 101.

The asserted method claims of the '801 and '187 patents are patentable

wder Bilski. The ALJ correctly applied the "tied to a particular machine" test

based on the text of the claims and his coffect technological understanding that the

claims here cannot be performed without the use of a GPS receiver. 426688-90;

426720-2I; see also A17-18. Unlike the financial hedging claims at issue in

Bilski, the claims of the '801 and '187 patents are tied to, rely upon, and improve

the operation of a particular machine.

The '80i patent discloses a method for a GPS receiver to calculate its

position without having to receive and decode time information from the NAV

Message broadcast by GPS satellites, as conventional GPS receivers must do.

4:67:l:32-39; A6tltt2:20-6883:2; A7754:23-7756:lO. The '187 patenr is a

continuation-in-parl from the '801 patent. It extends the invention from the single,

discrete calculation of a GPS receiver's position at a particular moment to the use
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of a "dynamic model" that allows the repeated calculation of a GpS receiver's

position as it changes over time. ,See A129:4:16-26; A69lI7-6913:2; A9995:l-8;

see also 46869-70; 4.6871; A6880-81; 46909-10; A7737-38; A7759-61.

SiRF's patentability arguments are wrong because a GPS receiver is integral

to each of the claims at issue. Claim 1 of the '801 patent (along with claims 2 and

11, which depend from claim 1) is expressly directed in its preamble to

"calculating an absolute position o-f a GPS receiver." A72:12:28-30 (emphasis

added); see also A72:12,37-39 ("computing absolute position" by updating

"estimate of position of the GPS receivef' (emphasis added)). The other claim

elements also underscore the importance of a GPS receiver, requiring:

(1) pseudoranges that estimate the distance from"tkeQ(S_lecewglto
a plurality of GPS satellites," A72:12:32-33 (emphasis added);

(2) an estimate of the time that the GPS receiver received a plurality
of satellite signals, A72:12:34-35 (emphasis added); and

(3) an estimate of the position "gfJhe_Q!-SJs.C_siye!," A72:12.36
(emphasis added).

The claims are also tied to GPS satellites and signals from the satellites.

Claim 1 is directed in its preamble to the calculation of "an absolute time of

reception [by the receiver] of satellite signals." A72'.12:28-30 (emphasis added)).

Claim 1 requires pseudoranges that estimate the distance from the receiver to "a

plurality of GPS satellites," A72:12:32-33 (emphasis added), and an estimate of

when signals from those satellites reached the receiver , A12:12:34--35.
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Claim 1 of the '187 patent is similarly tied to a GPS receiver and GPS

satellites. Claim 1 requires the estimation of "states" that are "associated with a

satellite sienal receiver," and the formation of a "dynamic model ... to compute

the position of the satellite signal receiver." See Al37:'20:46-47; Al37:20:51-53

(emphases added). One of the states that the method estimates is a "time tag error

state," which relates "a local time associated with said satellite sixnal receiver and

an absolute time associated with signals from a plurality of satellites."

Al37 :20:48-5 1 (emphasis added).

The claims rejected n Bilski had nothing approaching this level of

connection with, and involvement of, a machine. The primary claim at issue in

Bilskl involved "a method of hedging risk in the field of commodities trading."

Bilski,545 F.3d at949. The claim mentioned no machines and did not even

suggest the use of, or the need for the involvement of, any apparatus.

SiRF argues that the '801 and '187 patents are not "tied to a particular

machine" because "the claimed methods for making calculations can be performed

in the human mind." SiRFBr56. SiRF's argument boils down to the assertion that

each step of the claims-such as the "providing" and "computing" elements of

claim 1 of the '801 patent-is a mental step that can be performed without a

machine.
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As an initial matter, however, SiRF presented no evidence whatsoever at the

hearing that the asserted claims can, in their entirety, be performed in the mind. In

the absence of any such evidence, the statutory presumption of the validity of the

'801 and '187 patents should control. See 35 U.S.C. 9 282.

In any event, SiM's argument is based on a test that this Court has explicitly

rejected-the so-called "physical steps" test. The Court stated in Bitskithat ,.the

proper inquiry under $ 101 is not whether the process claim recites sufficient

'physical steps,' but rather whether the claim meets the machine-or-transformation

test-" Bilski, 545 F.3d at96l: fd. ("[T]he mere fact that a claimed invention

involves inputting numbers, calculating numbers, outputting numbers, and storing

numbers, in and of itself, would not render it nonstatutory subject matter." (quoting

AT&T corp. v. Excel commc'ns, Inc.,172F.3d1352,1359 (Fed. cir. 199g)). The

Court noted that a claim that can be performed"entirely in the human mind,, could

not pass the machine-or-transformation test. Bilski,545 F.3d at96l n.26

(emphasis added). But the steps here cannot be performed entirely in the human

mind.

Although the claims do not require that all of the steps be performed in the

GPS receiver (the specification discusses, for example, the possibility of the

calculations being done at a server, see A68:4:63-64, A69'5:54-5g). the claims
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unequivocally require the use of both a GPS teceiver and GPS satellites. SiRF's

argument to the conffary presumes a complete unfamiliarity with GPS technology.

Pseudoranges are defined in claim 1 of the '801 patent as "estimatels] of the

range of the GPS receiver to a plurality of GPS satellites." A72. Such estimates

cannot, by definition, exist unless there is a GPS receiver and satellites.

Furthermore, as a technological matter, pseudoranges must be generated using a

GPS receiver that actually receives and processes satellite signals. As explained

above (see pp. # 4-5), the modern GPS system is based on the principle of

"trilateration":
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A24902. The GPS receiver determines its location by constructing estimates of the

mnges between it and the satellites. These estimates are called "pseudoranges."

See A59 : 467-8: A77 50-51; 4687 4-7 5.

GPS receivers determine pseudoranges by receiving and analyzing the

signals from the GPS satellites. See generally A7745:16-7748:18; A6871:22-

6874:4; A24890; A24892; A24936. A receiver will attempt to estimate, using its

own internal clock, the time difference between when a signal was sent and when it

was received. A248 89 : s e e al s o A'7 326 :6-7 327 :5 ; A687 6:9 -687 7 :21 ; 47 7 41 : ll'

')')

at s o Ai 326.6-7 327 :5 ; ,,\6 87 6 : 9-68 7'7 :21 ; Al 7 4l : I | -22.A24889; see
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The calculated time delays are the pseudoranges, and the generation of a

pseudorange requires a GPS receiver to receive, at a minimum, the PRN code from

the GPS satellite signals and measure how far that code is offset relative to a PRN

code that the receiver generates internally based on the receiver's internal clock.

See, e.9., A67:2:2-5; A67:2:23-24 ("The GPS receivers determine the time

delays.... These measured time delays are called 'sub-millisecond

pseudoranges'...."); see also A68:4:34-A7l9:191' A7759:4-7771:4.s In short,

without a GPS receiver to receive and correlate the satellite signals, pseudoranges

carxrot be generated, and no person-not even a computational genius-could

perform the elements of claim 1.

SiRF wrongly argues that the claims' reliance on a GPS receiver is merely a

"field.-of-use limitation[]" or "insignificant postsolution activity." SiRFBI5T-58.

As this Court made clear in Bilski, field-of-use limitations are insufficient because

they indicate that a claim is really an attempt to patent a fundamental principle in

the abstract, artificially limited only by the field of use (€.g., patenting any use of

5 The pseudoranges are not the exact ranges between the receiver and the
satellites: each pseudorange will be too small or too large because the receiver
clock will be running fast or slow relative to the standardized GPS time (hence, the
addition of the "pseudo" prefix). See A7752:l-7754:7; A24984; 46878:25-
6880:16; 46896:L0-25, A68:3:27-46. Each pseudorange therefore will be unique
to that receiver: it will depend on the particular signals received by the receiver
and reflect the particular "clock bias" and location of the receiver. See A7740:12-
7 7 4 | : | 0, A7 -l 49 :8-7 7 50:24; A681 6:9 -687 1 :8.
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the Pythagorean theorem in the field of surveying). See Bilski,545 F.3d atg57

n.13. By contrast, "a claim that is tied to a particular machine ... does not pre-

empt all uses of a fundamental principle in any field but rather is limited to a

particular use, a specific application." Id. at 957. Here, the claims do not attempt

to patent a fundamental principle in the abstract or even the use of such a principle

across the field of GPS. Everyone remains free to employ the linear algebra and

other mathematics disclosed in these patents. The '801 and '187 patents claim

only the use of certain mathematical methods when tied to a particular machine-

1.e., using the methods to calculate the location of a specific GPS receiver based on

satellite signals received by, and pseudoranges generated using, that receiver.

Further, the use of a GPS receiver does not constitute insignificant post-

solution activity. The GPS receiver is not simply a general-purpose computer

tacked on at the end of a process. The claims require the GPS receiver's

specialized capabilities to receive satellite signals and measure pseudoranges, and

any position calculation using the '801 and '187 methods will depend on the

performance of the particular GPS receiver, where it specifically is located, and the

signals it receives.

The ALJ here applied the correct law to these technological facts. Although

the ALJ rendered his decision before Bilski, he applied the correct "tied to a

particular machine" test based on this Coufi's decision tn In re Comiskey, 499 F.3d
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1365 (Fed. cir. 2007), revised and superseded by In re comiskey,554F.3dg67

(Fed. Cir. 2009).6 The ALI made the key technological point quite clearly:

fTlhe onlv reasonable readine of claim I is that itis tied to fal GPS
receiver, especially because pseudoranges (the distances or estimated
distances between satellites and a GPS receiver) can exist only with
respect to a particular GPS receiver that receives the satellite signals.

A26690 (emphasis added); see also A17-18; A26690, A26720-21.

Finally, the '801 and '187 patents also meet this Court's transformation test.

See Bilski,545 F.3d at954. The asserted claims involve the transformation of data

and satellite signals-which represent the location of GPS satellites and the

location of a GPS receiver in terms of distances to those satellites-into a position

computation that represents the GPS receiver's location in terms of a standard

coordinate system (e.g., latitude, longitude, altitude). See A69:6:34-70:7:66;

Bilski,54-5 F.3d at963 (patentable claim in Abele "was not required to involve any

transformation of the underlying physical object that the data represented."); In re

Abele,684 F.2d 902, 908-909 (C.C.P.A. 1982), Although a signal itself may not

be patentable., see In re Nuijten, 500 F.3d 1346 (Fed. Cir. 2007), cert. denied,77

USLW 3197 (U.S. Oct. 6, 2008) (NO. 07-1404), there is no reason that patentable

processes cannot involve the transformation of signals. See BiLski,545 F.3d at962

6 In Bilski, this Court stated that it had, in Comiskey, applied the same test it
was restatins. in Bilski. 545 F.3d at960-961; see also id. at961 n.24.
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("The raw materials of many information-age processes ... are electronic signals

and electronically-manipulated data. ").

In sum, the claims of the '801 and '187 patents are patentable under $ 101.

Section 101 makes patentable "any new and useful process, machine, manufacture,

or composition of matter, or an)t new and useful improvement thereof." 35 U.S.C.

$ 101 (emphasis added). The '801 and '187 claims are tied to, rely upon, and

improve the operation of ordinary GPS receivers: they allow receivers to calculate

their position more quickly and reliably without decoding the NAV message. Such

inventions are "tied to a particular machine" and patentable under $ 101.

VI. The Commission Correctly Found Infringement of the'187 Patent.

The Commission's finding of infringement with respect to the ' 1 87 patent is

supported not only by the testimony of GL's expert but also by the prior testimony

of SiRF's own expert. The Commission's infringement finding is clearly

supported by the substantial evidence and should be affirmed. A26715-18.

All parties agree that claims I and 9 of the '187 patent require the use of a

"dynamic model." ^See SiRFBr59. The issue is what "dynamic model" means.

The ALJ adopted GL's proposed construction, which was based on an IEEE

dictionary and the testimony of GL's expert (Dr. Anthony Pratt): "a model of a

dynamic system represented by a plurality of states, with the model describing the

relationship between the states as they change." A26710; see also A267IL-12;
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A26716. SiRF does not challenee the AIJ's clnim construction or even arque that

SIRF's accused products do not literalbt meet the terms of that claim construction.

Instead, SiRF presents a non-infringement argument that is really a claim

construction argument in disguise, attempting to graft onto the claims an additional

limitation that neither the patent nor the hearing record support.

As the evidence at the hearing showed (and as the ID concluded), the '187

patent extends the time-free invention of the '801 patent from one-shot calculations

of position at a given point in time to the repeated calculation of position as it

changes over time, allowing the receiver to incorporate information from previous

calculations. A129:4:16-26:, A135: 16:45-48; A135:16:16-A136:17:9; A6912:L6-

6913:11; 47918:6-7919:6; A7776:8-24; A26712. A dynamic model is a model of

a dynamic system-a system whose states change in value over time-and

describes the behavior of that system. See A79I7:18-7918:2; see also A27993.

Such a system may include numerous variables (called "states"), and the dynamic

model will describe how those states relate to each other. See A6913:25-6915:14.

A dynamic model is the opposite of a static model, which does not

incorporate change but instead calculates solutions at discrete points in time,

independently of prior conditions and calculations. As Dr. Pratt explained:

a static model will produce a solution at one particular point. And
then it will go on and produce another solution to the next point and
the next point and the next point. But what doesn't happen is that the
results fiom the first point get used in the second point.
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49675:9-19. A dynamic model, by contrast, will "describe the relationship

between the states as they change" and will use prior information about the states.

A9676:3-17.

I SiRF's expert did not

dispute Dr. Pratt's analysis of the SiRF software. These facts alone constitute

substantial evidence sufficient to support the Commission's finding of

infringement.

SiRF's only "noninfringement" argument is to try to add a new limitation to

the claim construction-i.e., that a dynamic model can never use a "least squares

estimator." SiRFBr5S-61. SiRF argues that because the '801 patent discusses the

use of a "least-squares estimator," and because the '187 patent discloses

embodiments that can be used to determine position when least-squares estimation

will not work, a dynamic model can never employ a least-squares estimator. SiRF

argues that because SiRF's accused SyncFreeNav software uses a least-squares

estimator, it cannot infringe.

As an initial matter, SiRF never proposed a claim construction thaf would

exclude least-squares estimators from the scope of the '187 patent. And with good
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reason. SiRF's appellate counsel are mixing apples and oranges. A least-squares

estimation process is not the opposite of a dynamic model. A least-squares

estimation process is simply one method for calculating a receiver's position.

47756:ll-7759:3; A7789:5-7790:17. Whether such a model is dynamic or static

depends on whether the model uses data from one calculation to the next. In a

dynamic model, a position calculation at one point in time is used to calculate the

position at a later moment intime. A7918:6-21; A792I:|I-24. In a static model,

each calculation is independent. Whether a model uses a least-squares estimator is

simply irrelevant to whether it is dynamic, and nothing SiRF cites supports the

contrary. SiRF's citations to the '187 patent specification show only that some of

the patent's embodiments do not employ a least-squares estimator. Al34:14:I4-

18; A136: 17:64-18:2. Nothing in the '187 patent suggests that a dynamic model

may never employ a least-squares estimator. Indeed, as the AIJ noted, SiM's

expert's initial report stated expressly that a "dynamic model" would include least-

squares estimators. A267lI; see also A9888-89.

The infringement analysis of GL's expert, Dr. Pratt, was entirely consistent

with the conect understanding of dynamic model. SiRF's software does (as SiRF

asserts, see SiRFBr6l) use a least-squares estimator that is identical to that

described in the '801 patent. But as SiRF has conceded, the software uses, as

inptrts, values from prior position calculations. See A9IL6:72-9117:l; A1920,
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A'l9Zl-23, 48145-46; A27302. As Dr. Pratt explained, SiM's software therefore

meets the dynamic-model limitation. A7920-32; A16520-616. Indeed, Dr. Pratt

testified-and the ALI found-that SiRF's products infringed even under SiRF's

proposed claim constructions. See A7932:3-12; A26716.

In short, nothing in the patent or the AIJ's claim construction precludes the

use of least-squares estimation in a dynamic model, and Dr. Pratt testified

unequivocally that SiRF's products met the dynamic model limitation, under the

ALJ's construction. His testimony was detailed, and his qualifications were

unchallenged. This clearly constitutes substantial evidence sufficient to support

the Commission' s determination of infringement.

CONCLUSION

The Court should affirm in all respects the Commission's determination with

respect to violation of 19 U.S.C. $ 1337, as well as the Commission's

accompanying orders.
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